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m the Real World: Summary

quake hazard and loss estimation and earthquake risk 
gement practices have been rigorously tested in recent years by 
uakes in Japan, Chile, New Zealand, and Italy.

e countries all have state-of-the-art earthquake engineering 
ologies and practices, and they provide crucial real-world lessons

state of hazard and loss estimation and risk management.

e earthquakes indicate that most of the current best practices for 
d and loss estimation, including insurance modeling, are 
quate. All resulted in estimates for earthquake hazard and damag
ere either severely underestimated, or sometimes, grossly 
ated. 





History of Earthquakes in the Region, the Hazard Ma
and the Building Code Maps Are Inconsistent

This is not unusual throughout the world



three earthquakes the ground motions exceeded substantial
d predictions and the code requirements for design 

Japan 2011

New Zealand
Chile 2010



Stein, RJ.Gellr, & M.Liu (2012): , Why earthquake hazard maps 
and what to do about it”. Tectonophysics 562-563, 1–25, 2012.

.



Stein, RJ.Gellr, & M.Liu (2012): , Why earthquake hazard maps 
and what to do about it”. Tectonophysics 562-563, 1–25, 2012.

.

the uncertainties in hazard map predictions should be assessed
y communicated to potential users. Recognizing the uncertainties
 enable users to decide how much credence to place in the map
them more useful in formulating cost-effective hazard mitigation 

es. 

nd, hazard maps should undergo rigorous and objective testing to
are their predictions to those of null hypotheses, including ones b
iform regional seismicity or hazard. Such testing, which is comm
l in similar fields, will show how well maps actually work and hop
produce measurable improvements. There are likely, however, lim
well hazard maps can ever be made because of the intrinsic varia
thquake processes.”



thquake Hazard Maps, Ground Motion, and the Co

ould add two more improvements:

d available historical and archaeological data

mplify the maps and use extensive engineering judgment, as we u
in the past. 
• Be conservative, or the next earthquake will embarrass you
• Be proactive with the code requirements, not reactive, as we h

been for a long time



Stone Monument of Large Tsunami
se at the heights  is well-being for your children and grand ch
member the large Tsunami that caused a great terrible disas

Don’t build your house under this level.
tone monuments were build on the position which Sanriku tsunami run-u

1896



e of many similar WB projects (Turkey, China, Philippines
le, Bulgaria, Romania, El Salvador, etc)

sessed residential buildings country-wide risk for an onlin
assessment tool for homeowners (Europa Re)

pidly surveyed hundreds of buildings and design/construc
ctices based on experience; custom construction classes



.Bank Albania Project: some of the hazard maps that we reviewed
making a Hazard Map recommendation for the country 
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Modeling Practices
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g
.ary, we have observed the following lessons for risk modeling and loss

n over the last few years:

t practices are not very good – at least not in the real world.

ults are only as good as the models, which are deficient in hazard, stru
structural modeling. Almost all modeling of business interruption due t
from equipment systems and other non-structural effects has little to d
rvations in the real world, unless done by competent earthquake/struc
s.

g, as conducted today, is insufficient for smaller portfolios. It can, and 
grossly insufficient for single-site analysis. The only good modeling an
ave observed were based on detailed walk-downs and observations b
nt earthquake/structural engineers.

g results can rarely be used to make business decisions regarding bus
y, loss control programs, business interruptions, market-share loss, etc
gain, are based on competent engineering



g
.

mary, we have observed the following lessons for risk modeling and los
on over the last few years:

pically, the people running the models and the people supplying the m
ta are not qualified to do either, especially in the insurance industry.

ost models are proprietary and the modeling companies are extremely
uctant to divulge even basic information on the models. Therefore, it i
solutely necessary to have independent reviews of the results produc

odels.  Again, the independent reviewers must have adequate experie
al-world earthquake and structural engineering, and they must unders
ects of real earthquakes on the types of properties being analyzed.



Modeling Practices
.

mary, we have also observed that all of the above issues can be resolv
y easily, with the possible exception of hazard modeling.  Even that, h
mproved. Some of the key improvements are:

ualified engineers to develop the input data and to run the models. Th
must be developed by highly trained earthquake engineers with substa
n experience, complemented by direct experience from earthquake 
igations.

modeling requires extensive experience with different types of structu
non-structural features. This includes equipment systems, which often
verall business interruptions. Judgment and experience are more impo
anything else except the correct input to the models.

modeling also means keeping up with new lessons from earthquakes
g a lot of room for interpretation of the results. Modeling results need 
sive interpretation and re-working that must be based on experience a

ment. In short, modeling and loss estimates need reality checks.















k assessment of key facilities to determine major risk 
ntributors within the system for a possible M9 earthquake

rted by evaluating control and emergency centers & majo
bstations; expanded to power generation & natural gas 
ilities



ey findings: Critical equipment unanchored, leading to 
major BI., some structures problematic -- most easy to 
emedy

eed to integrate EQ planning into their regular business 
ractices

lient is reconsidering their risk management program in 
ght of the findings



complex system involving hundreds of buildings, massiv
frastructure - and all dependent on fuel supply, water, 
ommunications, etc.

tructures, equipment, dependencies (fuel, power, etc)




